SteriHealth drives expansion plans with integrated
ERP system
Fenwick Software, tegos partner for the markets Australia and New Zealand with headquarters in Melbourne, recently announced the
start of a new enwis) project. With SteriHealth,
Fenwick was able to gain a major customer from
the subsegment biohazardous waste which is
significant for enwis).
SteriHealth offers products and services specifically
for companies in the healthcare sector and pharmaceutical industries. One of the most important
services of SteriHealth is the collection and disposal of biohazardous waste that is, for instance,
produced by hospitals and is subject to particular
regulations due to danger of infection.
Since SteriHealth plans to expand its business
further in the future, the company decided to implement a new IT solution and thus create a stable
basis for further growth. The array of different IT
systems that is currently used across various divisions is to be replaced by one completely integrated
solution.
“enwis) will enable SteriHealth to provide a fully
integrated workflow, from Contract to Weighbridge to Disposal to Invoicing to General Ledger,”
said David Pietsch, project manager at SteriHealth.
“Among its many features, enwis) supports multiple sites and has sophisticated functionality for
rental invoicing and tracking options. We also hope
to ultimately implement enwis)tel – the integrated
telematics option”.
“We can move forward with confidence knowing
that enwis) is a proven solution used by major waste management companies around the world”, said
SteriHealth Executive Director Markus Koch.
Internationally, enwis) is already used successfully
by about 200 waste and recycling management
companies with different specializations. With the

implementation of the solution in the field of biohazardous waste management in the healthcare
sector, Fenwick has entered another subsegment
and increases the presence of enwis) in the Australian market.

About tegos GmbH Dortmund
tegos was founded in Dortmund in 1996 and has become an internationally leading developer of
integrated business software for the recycling and waste management industry. The company’s sectoral solutions are based on Microsoft Dynamics NAV and are successfully used in all sectors of the
waste industry worldwide. The international partner network of tegos currently serves 160 companies in Europe, North America and Australia.
About enwis)®
enwis) is the sectoral business software for the recycling and waste management industry developed by tegos and was the first solution worldwide which gained the title “Certified for Microsoft
Dynamics NAV”, confirming its high quality and customer satisfaction. On the market, enwis) is the
only completely integrated solution for the recycling and waste management industry and covers
all business processes within the standard application. Furthermore, the cooperation with Microsoft
provides the best possible protection of the customer’s investments.
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